WILD PHOTOGRAPHY HOLIDAYS
EAST ICELAND’S
MIDSUMMER
LANDSCAPES,
BIRDS AND
FJORDS
WORKSHOP
HIGHLIGHTS

INTRODUCTION

Phalarope, Red-Throated Diver and Arctic Tern. June is

•

Superb bird photography

Introducing a brand new photographic trip far from the

also an excellent time for the flowers too, all the Arctic

•

Remote fjords

madding crowd in the remarkable and less visited fjords

species burst into life as soon as the winter snows start

•

Exceptional landscapes

of East Iceland. The locations that we visit and photo-

to recede. We can expect to photograph lovely fields of

•

Quiet and peaceful locations

graph are not mainstream, but they are non the less ex-

purple lupins and Icelandic poppies. Húsey – one of our

•

Puffins and seals

ceptional. This is a truly unique trip with some of the

locations – is home to around one hundred and seventy

•

Red-Throated Divers

best unspoiled landscapes that Iceland has to offer the

five species of plants!

•

Snow-streaked mountains

adventurous photographer. At this time of year it does

Our starting point for this trip is the eastern town of

•

Sunrises and sunsets in dramatic locations

not go dark in Iceland, we are blessed with magical am-

Egilsstaðir. We will meet at the tiny airport on Day 1 be-

•

Luminous icebergs floating in a turquoise lagoon

bient light that often goes on and on… In addition to the

fore driving to our first base which is the quirky village of

•

Sea-washed ice on black volcanic sand

fabulous landscapes this is also prime time for observing

Seyðisfjörður. Describing itself as a place of singing wa-

•

Hours of ambient light

and photographing the huge number of birds breeding in

terfalls and peculiar characters the place is well known

•

Purple lupin fields

Iceland during the summer. These include Puffin, Great

for it’s alternative ‘creative community’ and colourful old

•

Walter Mitty’s longboard run!

and Arctic Skua, Black-Tailed Godwit, Red-Necked

houses. The film ‘Secret Life of Walter Mitty’ has a fam-
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black ice beach and remote glacial landscapes that this
area is justifiable famous for.
This photographic trip will be led by Martin Sammtleben
and Geraldine Westrupp. Both have an intimate connection and knowledge of East Iceland which stretches back
over twenty years. They will be assisted by the very able
Fran Pothecary who has recently joined WPH to oversee
our operations in the field.
DAILY ITINERARY
Day 1–3: Fly to Egilsstaðir and Seyðisfjörður
ous scene where Ben Stiller longboards down the mountain road into the village. This is the very road that we
will take from the airport! In the little north east village
of Bakkagerði, Borgarfjörður Eystri we find ourselves in
the land of Elves, Puffins and Reindeer. Here we will be
based right alongside the fjord surrounded by impressively shaped snow streaked rhyolite mountains. A real
highlight for us is our stay in Húsey. The area is very
special, a paradise for both nature lovers and photographers. Two large glacial rivers flow towards the sea
through the wide plains around Húsey Farm. Large numbers of seals travel quite some distance inland where

Fly over Iceland from Reykjavík to Egilsstaðir one of East
Iceland’s larger towns with a population of around only
2300 people. It is approximately one hours drive over a
mountain pass to our first location in Seyðisfjörður. Our

on the mountain pass of Fjarðarheiði plus some rather
spectacular fjord vistas.
Accommodation Snæfell Hotel

accommodation is in Hotel Snæfell, one of the loveliest

Day 4–5: Húsey

of many old houses in the village. Our base, the beauti-

After breakfast we travel north to Húsey. Basically this is

fully renovated schoolhouse is where we eat, socialise,

an area of remarkable isolation, peace and great beauty.

review images and generally hang out. We stay here for

There is no village here, just a working farm and the old

three nights.

farmhouse which has been converted into our accom-

Locations include, a great variety of lovely and accessible

modation. The farm has many horses and offers daily

waterfalls, Icelandic Poppies, the magnificent bird cliffs

treks to see the seals. In the coastal rivers here are found

of Skálanes, colourful wooden houses, floating ice lake

about 12–15% of Iceland’s seal stock. Of course it is
wonderful to walk here too, the terrain is flat and access-

they rest on the riverbanks and sandbanks. Húsey is a

ible by foot. Whilst here in Húsey there will be opportun-

breeding ground for more than thirty different kinds of

ities for lots of bird photography. The Great Skuas are

birds including a large number of Great and Arctic Skua.

prolific and there are many lovely pools in the area where

The house where we stay is a pleasant old farmhouse

we find Red-Throated Divers and Red-Necked

that has been converted into accommodation. Our adven-

Phalaropes. The birds can be photographed against a

ture concludes with the drive back to Reykjavik. We

striking back drop of the Dyrfjöll Mountains. A late even-

break this scenic journey by spending a couple of nights

ing walk to the beach is often rewarded with a fabulous

based very close to Iceland’s famous Glacier Lagoon

sunset reflected in the glacial river delta.

Jökulsárlón. Here we will have time to photograph the

Accommodation Húsey Farm
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Day 6–8: Bakkagerði in Borgarfjörður Eystri

‘Elf’ mountain Álfabjörg and a working harbour. One of

The valley itself is startling in it’s green-ness and the

This morning we make the short journey from Húsey to

the highlights of our stay here will surely be the drive

number of waterfalls that tumble down the vertiginous

the tiny village of Bakkagerði. The scenic pass takes us

along an unbelievably wild and remote track to photo-

mountainsides. Perhaps the most impressive is our first

up close to the snow streaked Dyrfjöll Mountains.

graph the abandoned fjord of Loðmundafjörður. This off

photographic location, a huge cascade called Klif-

Nestled beneath these mountains is Stórurð, one of East

the beaten track location is home only to an Eider farm,

brekkufossar. Down in the fjord itself we find an interest-

Iceland's most hidden and iconic locations. This is a

many nesting birds, a small mountain hut and a tiny

ing old wreck, a remnant from the days when this fjord

mystical place where gigantic tuff boulders and green

chapel set in unbelievably lush surroundings.

was a whaling station. We will spend the morning explor-

meadows surround turquoise pools. Some of the more

Accommodation Blábjörg Guest House

ing before driving back to the main road and down to

energetic guests may opt to visit here at some point during our stay, a four hour return walk. Driving downwards
towards the sea we eventually arrive in Bakkagerði our
base for the next three nights. We stay in divinely positioned accommodation that has some lovely hot tubs
overlooking the fjord. Our locations here are diverse and
include many sea birds including Puffins, attractive wetlands, unusually shaped mountains, Lupin fields, the

Day 9: Mjóifjörður and Reynivellir South East Iceland
Today we will make an early start to visit what is perhaps
one of East Iceland’s most out there fjords: Mjóifjörður.
By the fjord in a little village of the same name lives one
of the smallest communities in Iceland, just forty people.
The steep mountain road leading to the village is closed
in winter and the village can only be accessed by boat.
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Southeast Iceland. Our base for the next two nights is
Reynivellir House situated just ten minutes from the
Glacier Lagoon, Jökulsárlón and the black ice beach,
Breiðamerkursandur.
Accommodation Reynivellir House & Cottages

include vast Lupin fields, Vík Sea Stacks and various
waterfalls. Back in the city we will go out together for a
final celebratory meal.
Accommodation Reykjavík Hotel
Day 12: Homeward flights
After breakfast guests will transfer to Keflavík, Iceland’s
international airport for homeward flights. WPH services
finish after breakfast.
JOINING INSTRUCTIONS
We will meet for the first time as a group on Day 1 at
Day 10: South East Iceland

Egilsstaðir Airport. The flight to Egilsstaðir takes around

price of the holiday, guests will be invoiced separately.

The area around our accommodation is well known to

one hour and departs from Reykjavík’s Domestic airport

Please contact the office for advice if there is anything

photographers and although it will be busy compared to

which is close to the BSI Flybus Terminal. The journey

that you do not understand.

the Eastern fjords, the locations are nonetheless stun-

into Reykjavík takes about forty five minutes. If you plan

ning. These will include, Jökulsárlón where ethereal ice-

to fly through to Egilsstaðir the same day that you arrive

bergs of all shapes and sizes float serenely in the tur-

in Iceland, then you should aim for a flight that arrives in

quoise waters, Breiðamerkursandur where sparkling ice

Keflavík International no later than 15:00 on Day 1. We

formations sit beautifully on the black sand beach, a

will book the flights Reykjavík to Egilsstaðir for you as it

totally unique experience and Fjallsárlón Glacier Lagoon

is important that all guests arrive in East Iceland at the

a remote less visited location which combines lush green

same time. The cost of these will not be included in the

vegetation, silvery winding streams in black sands with a

Flybus Airport Transfer
The Flybus is the most convenient way to get from Iceland’s international airport to Reykjavík and back. The
buses run all day and the bus stop is right outside arrivals. The bus takes you to the BSÍ central bus station.
There you will be directed to a smaller bus that will take
you to your hotel.
It’s easiest to purchase your ticket at the Reykjavik Ex-

huge sculptured glacier that catches the light in a surreal

cursions desk in the arrivals hall, but you can also do it

fashion.

in advance online https://www.re.is/flybus/. For hotel

Accommodation Reynivellir House & Cottages

transfers you need a Flybus Plus Return ticket. All major

Day 11: To Reykjavík via Locations of South Iceland

credit/debit cards are accepted. If you need any help

This morning we will take a final visit to the Glacier La-

booking your tickets, please contact our office.

goon, basically photographers could visit this location a

The Flybus transfer is not included in the price of the

thousand times and never tire of its magic. During our

holiday.

drive back along the south coast to Reykjavik we will
take time to photograph a variety of locations depending

WHAT’S INCLUDED

on the light and the weather conditions. These may well

•
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11 nights accommodation

•

All Meals

•

All transport

•

Photographic tutors/tuition

WHAT’S NOT INCLUDED
•

International flights

•

Flight to Egilsstaðir

•

Airport transfers

•

Alcoholic beverages

•

Travel insurance

ACCOMMODATION
Our accommodations are without exception beautifully
located and a good standard. In Seyðisfjörður we stay in
Snæfell Hotel next to the fjord and rooms will have
private bathrooms. In Bakkagerði our accommodation
overlooks the fjord and has outdoor hot tubs. It has been
newly renovated and the rooms are of a high standard
with shared bathrooms. In Húsey we stay in the old converted farmhouse, there will be no single room option as
the accommodation is small. Here guests will share with
another person of the same gender, bathrooms are also
shared. In Reynivellir we are based in a lovely old house
and cosy cottages where single rooms are available with

FOOD

ALCOHOL

shared bathrooms. In Reykjavík there are private rooms

Except for a couple of occasions we will eat our evening

This is rather expensive in Iceland. It is worth consider-

with bathrooms. If you have any questions relating to the

meal together at our accommodation. The food will be

ing bringing a bottle of your favourite ‘tipple’! All the

accommodation then please feel free to contact us. The

prepared and cooked by our guides, it will be local, var-

restaurants that we eat in serve alcohol.

price of this trip is based on two people sharing a room.

ied and a good standard. Lunches will generally be ‘Al

If you are a single traveller choosing this option you will

Fresco’ to allow for maximum time in the field, although

SPENDING MONEY

be teamed up with another participant of the same

occasionally they may be eaten at our accommodation.

Icelandic Krona can be easily obtained at the airport

gender. If you prefer a single room throughout the trip

Breakfasts will always be at our base. Please ensure that

ATM machine; these are plentiful throughout Iceland.

then please make this clear at the time of booking. The

any special dietary needs are mentioned on the booking

There will be opportunities to buy presents and souvenirs

extra charge for this is shown on our website.

form.
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LANGUAGE
Icelanders speak Icelandic; they also tend to speak
rather good English.
CLIMATE
Iceland’s climate is tempered by the Gulf Stream. Summers are mild and winters rather cold, the weather is
very changeable at all times of the year, there may be
rain, sunshine, drizzle and snow all in the same day. As
far as we can make a guess, expect weather that is probably similar to April/May in the UK. Most importantly for
in some of our locations. Credit cards are accepted in all
places for even very cheap purchases.
TRAVEL INSURANCE
Please ensure that you have adequate Travel Insurance

us, the lack of pollution means that the clarity of the
light is often exceptional with phenomenal ‘big skies’
and really atmospheric cloud patterns.
CLOTHING SUGGESTIONS

when wet. If you have any questions feel free to contact
us at anytime before the trip.
SUGGESTED CLOTHING & EQUIPMENT
•

Warm trousers (not jeans)

•

Long sleeved thermal tops and leggings

•

Long sleeved shirt/tee-shirt

•

Light fleece/wool jumper

•

Warm fleece type jacket

•

Waterproof Jacket

•

Waterproof trousers

•

Warm socks

of stay required by all except nationals of Austria, Belgi-

•

Lightweight walking boots/shoes

um, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Italy,

•

Wellington boots

Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain and

•

Light warm hat

Sweden who are only required to produce national iden-

•

Gloves

tity cards issued by the authorities in their countries of

•

Casual clothes for hotel wear

origin. Visas are not required but a return ticket will need

•

Sun cream, sunglasses & sun hat

to be shown by Australian, Canadian and USA nationals.

•

Small basic first aid to include plasters, blister repair

that includes repatriation in case of accident. Please
make sure your equipment is insured too. Iceland is not
in the EU, so please check with your insurance company
that their cover extends to non-EU countries.
PASSPORT AND VISA REQUIREMENTS
A passport valid for at least three months beyond length

The best solution to temperature control is to have a
number of layers available from lightweight thermal underwear through mid-layer insulation to a windproof
jacket. For the lower body choose a pair of trousers that
you can move in easily rather than jeans as the latter
take a very long time to dry should we be caught in a
shower and provide little protection against wind-chill

e.g. Compede, needle/cotton & any personal medicines

Other nationalities please enquire before booking.
•
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Small penknife

PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT AND INFORMATION
•

•

•

•

Camera bag or backpack such as the Flipside or Trekker

choice, essential for checking and presenting images

series designed by LowePro.

during the trip and for one-on-one sessions with the
tutor. All of the places we stay in have Wi-Fi.

Any extra equipment that doesn’t fit in your camera
bag/hand luggage will need to go in a hard case that

•

Backup storage device (optional)

can be put in the aircraft hold.

•

Spare batteries and chargers

A camera with interchangeable lenses such as a digital

•

All the electrical sockets are European two-pin, so you

SLR or a mirrorless system camera.
•

A laptop with the image editing applications of your

might need a travel plug adapter.

A set of lenses to cover the whole range from wideangle to telephoto, for example…

PARTNERS

For full-frame cameras: 16–35mm wide-angle, 24–

Although this is primarily a photography holiday, non-

105mm mid-range and a 70–200mm or longer tele

photographer partners will be very welcome as there are

zoom. For crop format cameras: 10–20mm wide-angle,

many options and interesting possibilities in addition to

17–50mm mid-range and a 70–200mm or longer tele

taking photographs.

zoom.
•

MORE QUESTIONS?

As long a telephoto lens as you own and are comfort-

While we hope that this information has answered most

able to carry in the field. Tele zooms of 80–400mm or

of your questions about the holiday, we know it will not

150–600mm are a good choice.

give you all the information you need. If you have any

•

Spare camera (highly recommended)

more questions, please get in touch. Talking to us on the

•

Sturdy tripod – not only useful for low light photo-

phone (we will always call you back) can often be a quick

graphy but also for accurate framing and composition

way of sorting out individual questions. It also helps us

of landscape and close-up images.

to get to know each other before the holiday.

•

Cable release – mechanical or electronic remote to
avoid shake on long exposures.

•

•

Although not essential camera filters such as neutral

Lightweight ‘trekking’ absorbent towel for drying cam-

BOOKING THIS HOLIDAY

eras and equipment

Fill in the online booking form, or give us a call on
+44 (0)1630 647828.

density, graduated filters and polarisers can be useful.

•

Rain cover for camera and camera bag

At least one neutral density filter in the range of 4–6

•

Sufficient memory cards for the whole holiday as it may

LINKS

not be possible to buy more during the trip.

View images and information for this tour on the website.

Film users should bring enough film, as it may not be

Read about our approach to teaching photography

stops would be a good addition to your kit.
•

Lens cloth

•

Sensor cleaning device (optional)

•

possible to buy in many places.
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